Literati Books and Autographs for Sale

Acclaimed Literati with Lyme Authors Amy Tan, Meg Cabot, and Jordan Fisher Smith are part of LDA’s Literati with Lyme team. Literati with Lyme is an effort by nationally-known authors, publishers, editors, literary agents, other publishing professionals, and the national non-profit Lyme Disease Association to raise awareness of this growing infectious disease threat and to raise research funds for a cure. A number of publishers including Houghton Mifflin, Milkweed Editions, Penguin Group (USA) Inc. and Harper Collins donated books to the Lyme Disease Association to help in its work. Now you can purchase books/tapes by these authors with a personally signed bookmark included from the author and benefit the work of LDA at the same time.

Literati with Lyme Book Sale:
Buy books with signed bookmarks from the authors. Support LDA’s Lyme disease research and education efforts!
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